Errata items continue to be evaluated and will be posted after agreement by the DCI membership that the specific erratum needs to modify the DCI Digital Cinema System Specification, Version 1.3, dated 27 June 2018. Suggested Erratum issues may be emailed to dci.info@dcimovies.com. Please include “Errata” in the subject line.

# DCI Specification Errata Listing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Erratum Number</th>
<th>Spec. 1.3 Page No.</th>
<th>Section(s) Affected</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 18             | 94                | 9.4.2.5             | The following sentence is added to the end of the first bullet of this section:  
In the latter case the SMS shall be considered permanently integrated within said SPB, and the SPB and contained SMS shall be identified by a single certificate that is permanent to both. |
| 19             | 137               | 9.5.2.2             | Item “b” of the second bullet of this section is deleted. |
| 20             | 142               | 9.5.5               | The text of this section is replaced in its entirety with:  
Compliance testing is the process of qualifying a certificated device for use in Digital Cinema systems. A “DCI compliant” certificated device is a device that has been issued a Digital Cinema Certificate per Section 9.5.1 “Digital Certificates,” and has passed the compliance qualifying criteria of this specification, as verified by the DCI Digital Cinema System Specification Compliance Test Plan (CTP) tests designated for the device, and in effect at the time of verification.  
Via the CTP, each certificated device shall be singularly verified as being compliant to the applicable requirements of this specification, and said device shall be uniquely identified per the make, model and serial number identity requirements of section 9.5.1.1 “Single Certificate Implementations.”  
Certificated devices are:  
- Screen Management System (SMS)  
- A type 1 or type 2 Secure Processing Block (SPB)  
- Permanently married projector (per section 9.4.3.6.6 “Permanently Married Implementations”)  
- Permanently integrated SMS (per section 9.4.2.5 “Screen Management System (SMS))”  
A certificated device that has not successfully passed the appropriate CTP qualifying criteria shall not be installed in a DCI compliant Digital Cinema system. Once installed, a certificated device that does not continue to meet the compliance qualifying criteria shall be declared a Security Function Failure, and shall be taken out of service until repaired. |